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although both f-16s had in their serial numbers the same exact year of manufacture,
they were built a few months apart. the first jet was built in january 1970 at the

german plant of west german-manufacturer dasa, while the second jet was built in
june 1970 at fabbrica aeronautica fiat, a wholly owned subsidiary of the italian state-

owned company finmeccanica. both f-16s would have carried the serial numbers:
“sa.5″ and “sa.6″ respectively. the aircraft later in their careers would receive other
serial numbers. the black falcon is powered by a single-section, 2,827-lbf (1,550-kn)

thrust allison-developed model 2910-2 turbofan engine. the allison model 2910-2
engines are based on the same technology as the allison model 31/31a turbofan

engines used on the t-45 goshawk and f-15 eagle. the f-16 “super falcon” is a single-
seat, single-engine supersonic fighter-bomber that is manufactured by lockheed

martin. as of 2013, the f-16 has been in service since 1972, and has been produced
in six variants, the a/b/c/d/e/f, as well as the f-16cg. the script for falcon is really

good. it follows sam wilson (a.k.a. the falcon) and his family. but at the same time, it
follows the other members of the family, as well. its a real family drama, and that is
a huge plus for the mcu and for disney+. this is a movie that is in the vein of captain

america, but without the captain. the falcon is very much a character in his own
right, and his story is very well-developed in this episode. falcon also introduces a

new enemy organization to the mcu, and its a group called the talon. it also
introduces the concept of superhuman abilities, including flight, super speed, super

strength, etc. in short, its a very good introduction to the mcu and to the falcon, who
is one of the main characters that has been missing in the mcu for a while. its a very

well-rounded episode, and it feels like the first chapter of a longer story. after this
episode, the next chapter should be out by the end of this year.
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quietly, the falcon uses
a grenade to distract

the winter soldier. when
the winter soldier turns

his head, the falcon
pulls out his blaster and
shoots the winter soldier

in the face. this is a
great visual and

establishes the power of
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the falcon. the actor
who plays the winter
soldier, wyatt russell,
was very much like a

steroid-powered marvel
studios version of

nicolas cage. you can
see that in his

performance here. the
falcon lands a punch on
the winter soldier, which

only lasts for a few
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seconds, before the
falcon goes in for

another shot. the shot
would have been a good
one if it connected, but
the winter soldier takes
the hit and retaliates by
throwing a kick at the
falcon, which is the

perfect way to start an
aerial fight. the winter

soldier takes a few more
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hits, and the falcon tries
to land a few of his own,
but the winter soldier is
too fast. the fight is a
brutal, hard-hitting

affair, and it showcases
the ability of the falcon
to take a beating and

still fight back. the
falcon is actually the
one to gain the upper
hand, landing a good
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kick and a punch to the
winter soldier’s face. the
falcon and winter soldier
trade a few more blows
before the falcon grabs
the winter soldier by the

head and uses the
winter soldiers helmet

as a battering ram,
smashing the winter
soldiers face into the

floor. it’s a hard-hitting
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display of great
choreography and

superb fight
choreography, and it

establishes the falcon as
being a good fighter.

but the falcon isn’t done
with the winter soldier
just yet, and the falcon
grabs the winter soldier
by the legs and rips him

out of his seat. the
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falcon flies the winter
soldier high into the air

before he drops him
back down on the
ground. the winter

soldier runs away, and
the falcon chases him

across the room,
knocking over several

objects on the way. the
falcon lands a few

punches, and the winter
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soldier blocks them all
and grabs a chair.
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